
Special Topics offered during Spring 2020 
 
 
POLS 4030-01  
Dr. Kassem,  
Seminar: Media Depictions of Contemporary Egyptian Politics 
 
This course offers an in-depth analysis of the nature and dynamics of modern 
Egyptian politics. In order to familiarize students with post-1952 Egypt, 
assessments of Egyptian politics will be made through movie depictions of each 
regime. Once the trends and general imprints of each era are established, this 
course will then focus on the major issues and themes confronting and shaping 
as a republic and eventually leading to Egypt's post 2011 political arena. Such 
themes will include but are not limited to the following: The fall of Mubarak 
regime, the rise of the second republic, and the subsequent parliamentary and 
presidential elections. This second part of this course will analyze the patterns 
civil participation, the role of the military, as well as the role of Muslim 
Brotherhood and their fall from power after the 30th of June. 
 
 
POLS 5140-01 
Dr. Korany  
Topic: Development and Critical International Relations  
 
The most established explanation of IR is inspired by Realism, a top-down 
school. Basically, Realism emphasizes state’s centrism – if not uniqueness - in 
an anarchical inter-state system, the prevalence of the (in)security dilemma, and 
the international disorder of “war of all against all”. This geo-
political/militarized mode of explanation is based on the 17-century Westphalia 
IR model that conditions the vision of most policy-makers as well as the 
proverbial man in the street. It is usually offered as the eternal truth, valid at all 
time and place.  
 
The basic question, however, is this: could the 3rd decade of the 21st century be 
a mere replica and continuation of earlier times, even earlier centuries? What is 
the impact of NGOs or issues such as poverty focus of the international 
community on Sustainable Development Goals, international migration…. This 
is why the course’s complimentary argument is “IR from Below” or “People’s 
IR”, presenting alternative approaches and evaluating their explanatory capacity 
to decode the contemporary global system.   
 


